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          Product: PDFTron .NET SDK

Product Version: 8.1

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Would like to use pdftron.PDF.Convert.FromText and add bold text

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

I have a requirement to take free form text and convert to PDF.  I am using pdftron.PDF.Convert.FromText to do the conversion.  I was also asked to bold certain words in this large text file.  Is this possible?

If Bolding specific text is not possible, how about searching for specific text and highlight it?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert to PDF with virtual printer on Cross-Platform (Core) - About converting to PDF
	Cross-Platform (Core) OCR Library - OCR Module
	Code samples to redact PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Code samples to create / generate PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Convert.OutputOptionsOCR.LanguageChoice - public static final Convert.OutputOptionsOCR.LanguageChoice e_lang_finnish
	Convert.XPSOutputOptions
	Convert.OutputOptionsOCR

Forums:	Using ‘pdftron.PDF.Convert.ToPdf()’ in a ASP.NET to convert Word to PDF/PNG/Silverlight
	Search text in PDF and highlight them (in java)
	Can I replace images / text in a PDF template using PDFNet?
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          Hello,

If you are looking to convert formatted text, it might be a better idea to use our HTML conversion API instead, as HTML will provide you with more flexibility when it comes to text formatting. Please see the sample code here to get started with that.

Please let me know if this works for you.
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